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Introduction

Visual Manor will cut through the noise, 

and help you find  your edge.

The internet is a noisy place. It's heavily

saturated with content surfacing from all

directions. Visual Manor will facilitate you

being widely recognized both creatively &

strategically.  

VISUAL MANOR

@mend_yoga



ashley machon

Ashley’s role is to provide

social media management

across all accounts.

Scheduling, posting,

engagement, and more.

MARIAL MAHER

GEORGIA BARETT

SARAH PETRARCA

Graphic DesignSocial Media Management

PhotographyCreative Director & Strategy

Georgia is a creative problem

solver who loves incorporating

hand-drawn elements into her

designs. A lover of texture and

color - her designs are special,

striking, and crafted with purpose.

Sarah is a true artist. She

provides Visual Manor clients

with beautiful storytelling

imagery to captivate customers,

and audiences online.

Marial's main focus is

creative direction, strategy, 

 project management and

client relations.



"VISUAL MANOR'S work
reflects strong attention

to detaiL."

@badwaycreative



CONTENT

We use the term ‘content’ like air, but not everyone knows

what this means. Content is an umbrella term for anything

visual we use to feed your social profiles. 

Visual Manor exclusively provides monthly “content

days” to immerse ourselves into your world and make

it translatable to your audience.

WHAT IS CAPTURED:
- high-quality imagery for Facebook & Instagram

campaigns.

- smart phone quality imagery for grid & story.

- high-quality video for Facebook & Instagram campaigns.

- smart phone quality video for grid & story.

- product imagery & video

- lifestyle imagery & video

We capture everything we need to run a successful

marketing strategy for you every month. 

VISUAL MANOR

PHOTO
+ VIDEO

@meekafinejewelry



mONTHLY STRATEGY

At the beginning of each month, we will discuss a

marketing strategy that best showcase your latest

endeavors.

CONTINUED...

ONGOING STORY SUPPORT

Story Content is a visual format that disappears after

24 hours. We collaborate with our clients to

collectively keep your ‘Story’ updated and your brand

at the forefront.

REELS

Reels are short videos that are best used for

providing value. The lengths of these videos range

from 15-30 seconds, so you must be strategic to

grab attention quickly.

IGTV

IGTV is perfect for the longer educational and

professional video. This channel remains on your

social media and is a way to give exclusive content to

your viewers, something they can expect more from

enabling you to build a dedicated following.

ACCOUNT ENGAGEMENT

Carving out your online community is very important.

This means following and supporting other

professionals in your industry. Interacting with

potential customers will also increase your sales, we

promise.

POSTS

A ‘post’ is the most basic practice of social media,

and we execute these gems exceptionally well. We

treat your feed & grid as your professional portfolio,

where the best of your content is shared and

remains.



"VISUAL MANOR has an incredible eye
for getting the best shots. THEY

understands not just the lighting,
but the environment too."

@rapsandreno



real estate

Marial's focus has been real

estate based marketing for

eight years. She currently

works for the Fitzpatrick

Team at RE/MAX.

LIFESTYLE

FOOD & BEVERAGE

personal brand

@bar.cino.brookline@rapsandreno

@moorestylishspaces@imsyswimwear

Hunger is an easy target, so make

a good first impression with

professional food & beverage

content!  

When building your personal

brand, you must discover ways

to provide value. Personal brand

based photography will help

showcase your value and drive

more business. 

Lifestyle based imagery is

the cornerstone for social

media marketing. Creating

culture, ethos, and lifestyle

around your brand will help

you connect with more

customers. 



PRICING

After years of experience, we have a formula that

works. We capture fresh content every month and

optimize its social media exposure to grow your

business. 

@thebrentonhotel

VISUAL MANOR Monthly Strategy 

Account Engagement & Communication

Instagram GRID Concepts

Facebook Business Page Management

Facebook Group Posting

Ongoing FB & IG Story Support

IG REEL Content Creation

NextDoor Management

Alignable Management

Google Management

Link Tree Management

Graphic Design Support (CANVA)
Website Support and Updates (WIX, WORDPRESS, Squarespace)
Blog Writing

Monthly Marketing Reports

Monthly Content Creation

Photography

Video

Drone

Graphic Design

CONTRACTS STARTING AT $1,000 PER MONTH

*Minimum 4-month commitment required. 

MONTHLY SERVICES INCLUDE:
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WEBSITE: www.visualmanor.com

 

EMAIL: visualmanor@gmail.com

 

CELL: 401-418-2295

 

INSTAGRAM: @visualmanor

 

FACEBOOK: @visualmanor

 

 

http://www.visualmanor.com/

